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Shan-Chien-P' i-P' s-Sh«
or The Chinese version of the Samantapasiidik(L, the Pali Commentary on the

Vinaya, translated by SANGHABHADRA (A.D. 489)*.

NANJIO in his Catalogue of the Chinese Tripitaka gives this text Shan-
chien-p'i-p'o-sha-ltih 1 under No. Il25 and gives the Sanskrit name of
the same as Sudarsana-vibhasa-Vinaya. Prof. ]. Takakusu has

reviewed this text in the Journal of the Royal Asiatic Society, 1896, Pl>·4I5-439
and has shown that it is a Chinese version of the Pali Samanta-pasadikii, the
Commentary on Vinaya. The translator Sanghabhadr a came from a foreign
country, the western region, and only this work which was translated by him
in the year 489 A.D. is put to his credit. As much new material has come
to light since Prof. Takakusu reviewed it more than 50 years ago, it is pro-
posed in this article to review the text in comparison with the Pali Commentary
and submit for the consideration of scholars the data available from the same.

§ 2. This Chinese text consists of 18 fascicules, the limit of a fascicule being
determined more by the size than by the proper division according to the topics
of the contents. The same thing was noticed in connection with the Chinese
version of the Vimuttimagga. (See Introduction, p. xx of my Vimuttimagga
and Visuddhimagga). Sometimes this division seems to be extremely ridiculous
as at the end of Chapter II. It is observed that the corresponding Pali sentence
is divided into two different chapters. The sentence of Sarnantapasadika,
i, p. 8I: Nandanaoane Anamataggiyani kaihesi is split up, Nandanavane
being put up in Chapter II and the remaining in Chapter IU. The references
in this article are to the P.T.S. edition of the Samantapasadika, (occasionally,
for the first three chapters, to Kosambi's edition of the Bahira-nidana-
vannana in Devanagari characters) and to the bold-type block-print edition
of the Chinese text printed, in the rzth year of the Chinese Republic (1923 A.D.)

at the temple of T'ien Ning (Heavenly Peace) at Ch'ang in the province of
Kiang-su.

§ 3. It is noted in general, that though there may be occasional differences
in details of the earlier part of the Chinese version, it follows very closely the
Pali version. As the text advances, we begin to notice a greater and greater
difference. The opening stanzas in the Chinese version correspond to the first
five stanzas of the Pali text. For each of the first three stanzas in Pali, there
are six lines in Chinese, while in the last two the number of lines is the same.
The author pays respects to the Buddha, Dhamma and Sangha and then later
says that he will explain the meaning of the Vinaya in order that the Law may

* A list of Chinese characters marked in this article is given at the end in an
appendix.
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last long and that it may do good to many living beings. With the merit there-
from he craves to remove all kinds of evil, as one who observes rules of conduct
becomes free from all kinds of suffering.

§ 4. Before we go into details, it would be worth while giving a comparative
table indicating the comparative portion of the Pali text corresponding to each
of the books or fascicules of the Chinese text :--
Book of the Chinese text. Samanta-pasadika (P. T.S. edition).

Biihira-nidiina-vary,ry,anii
1. From the opening stanzas to Asoka's

granting permission to Mahinda and
Sanghamitt a to accept the pabbajja . . i. 1-51

(Kosambi's edition, pp. 1-48, line 10,
para. 68)

2. Ends with the gift of Mahameghavana
and preaching in Nandanvana i.51-81

3. Ends with the end of para. 138 (King's
visit to Thilparama) of Kosambi's ed. i. 81-102

4. Up to 4.3a.4-End of the Bahiranidana-
vannana .. i. 102-05

Suita- Vibhanga
To the end-Ends with the section on

the Third Trance ..
From the section of the Fourth Trance to

the statement about Gotama's accept-
ing the invitation of Verafija Brahman

End of Catubbidha- Vinayakatha Vinaya-
dharassa ca lakkhanadikatha ..

Ends with the conclusion of the Padabha-
janiya -vannanii

Ends with the proper evaluation of
offences or non-offences (apattiI1l va
anapattim va ... yathathane thapeyya)

Ends with Sanketakamma-katha nitthita
Ends with the heginning of the ex-

planation of ganana
End of the discussion on pathamo Maha-

coro
Ends with Pandakavatthu ca Titthiya-

vatthu ca pakatameva
Ends with the close of dubbaca-sikkha-

pada-vannana (Comment on Sangha-
disesa 12)

i. 100-153
5·

i. 153-199
6.

i. 199-238
7·

i. 238-270

9·
i. 27o-ii. 308
ii.308-368

10.

II.

12.
ii. 483-iii. 545

13·

iii. 545-613
85
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14. Ends with afifiataka-vififiatti-sikkhapada-
vaI)I)ana

IS. Ends with the close of the Comment on
Pacittiya 21

16. 1-19a, Ends with the close of the Comment
on Bhikkhunl-Vibhanga

Khandhakas
(a) Mahavagga

roa-end. Ends after the close of Dasa-
vatthukatha of the first chapter of the
Mahavagga

17. Comment on the remaining part of the
rst chapter and on chapters on (2) Upo-
satlia, (3) Vassupanayikfi, (5) Camma,
(8) Civara and (6) Bhesajja. No
comment on (4) Pavarana is traceable.

r8. 1-41>. Comment on (7) Kath inakkhan-
dhaka, discussion on Parivasa and
Manatta, comment on Kosambik-
khandhaka (chapter IP) and at the end
a remark is made: Campeyyakkhan-
dhaka (chap. 9) needs no explanation.

{b} Cullavagga
4b·6a. Extremely' brief comment on

portions from (-1-) Samathakkhandhaka,
(IO) Bhikkhunfkhandhaka and (8)
Vattakkhandhaka ..

Paririira
6a-lsb. 32 questions and answers in the

form of gathiis, 1-29 being identical with
those in Dutiyagatha-sanganika (chap.
xvii of Pari val a), 30th in Chin. is
equal to 32w1 in Pali, j r st in Chin. is
equal to 35th in Pali and 32T!d is
equal to the last (54th) in Pali

15b·22b. Comment on the first 31
questions and answers given above, but
no comment on the last one, i.e. 32nd
here equal to the last one (54th) of the
Parivara

The end appears to be very abrupt
the author or the translator.

i'ii. 613-668

iii. 668-iv. 801

iv. SOl-end

v, 951-10°3

v. 1004-II03

V. rroy-end

VI. II91-99, 1290-96, 1280-86

Nothing Corresponding

vii. 1380'131)0

without any concluding remark either of
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i..,
I §5. Thus we have a general idea of the contents of the Chinese version.

In the chapters on the Bfhiranidana-vaunanfi, the agreement between both
the texts is very close, the difference being limited to minor points. The list
of the Teachers of the Vinaya given in Smp. i. 62-63 differs slightly from that
in 1he Chinese version, the Pali text revealing some additional names inserted
in the list. We do not get in the Chinese list (z.roa-rob) the names Niigatthera
(co:ning after Kala-surnana), Phussa (coming after Upatissa), Upali (coming
after Puppha), and Tissa, Puppha, Ciilabhaya and Tissa (between Abhaya
and Cfiladeva towards the end of the list). For Buddharakkhita (after
Nagatthera), the Chinese text reads Dhammarakkhita (or Dhammagutta).
In the list of the Kings of India and their reignal years, the only difference
that is noted is that the Chinese does not mention (a.roa-b) the number of
reignal years of Ajatasattu and Udayabhadra and that the reignal years of
Anuruddha and Munda are eight in eacb case, while the Pali text reads (P. T. S.
wrongly reads attharasa, eighteen i. 73) eight for both the kings. The
ac e nmt of the three councils (SangitI) and Missions sent by Asoka agrees with
that in Pali.

§ 6. In this part, however, we find frequent mention in the Pali text of
the names of Indian months. The Chinese text mentions only the numerical
order of the month and we find some confusion in this respect. For Vesakha,
in one place (LIb.7) we have the znd month, and in another place, we have
the 3rd month (Z.2Ia-4). JeHha is referred to as the fourth month (I5.3b.5),
The day after the Full-moon day of Asii!ha is called the 16th day of the fifth
month (I7.Iza.7). Pubba-kattika (i.e. Assayuja) is called the 8th month
(3.lIb.IO). Kattika is called in one place (j.za.a) the 8th month, while in
other places (3.1za.z, I5.I3bA-5) it is referred to as the oth month. Kattika-
nakkhattakila is mentioned on the 9th day of the 9th month (6.3b.9) and
Full-moon day of Kattika is mentioned as the 15th day of the 9th month
(S.27b.ro), while in 5.27b.6-7, it is said that the Buddha, finishing the Pavarana
ceremony (the Festival of Confession before departing for touring in the
country), goes out on the first day of the 9th month. Kattika is mentioned
as the last month of the (Chinese) summer, i.e. the period of Yassa (I4.I4a.ro).
Phussa is called the r rth month. It appears that according to this text, the
month commenced with the first day of the bright-half (I7.IZ<1.7), as the first
day after the Full-moon day of Asa!ha is mentioned in the same place as the
r6th day of the fifth month and the day after the next Full-moon day is the
16th day of the sixth month. The Chinese text observes that according to
the basic text of the Indian Vinaya, these days are the days of (the commence-
ment of) Pubba-vassavasa and Pacchimakavassavasa. The bright-half of
Kattika is mentioned as the first fortnight of the oth month. Barring the
mention of Vesakha as the znd month and of Kattika as the 8th month in one
place (given above), shall we say that the Chinese translator took the beginning
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of the year in Phagguna (Phalgunaj=-which, according to S. B. Dikshit.'s
History of Indian Astronomy, * is justified--or shall we say that this confusion
was due to the different ways of calculating the commencement of the month
in India and Ceylon? The writer of Vimativinodani, who was an inhabitant
of South India (C61a), while commenting on Pathama-patipadadivase (p. 31)
refers to the commencement of the month in India after the Full-moon day,
while in Ceylon it commenced after the New-Moon day. But as far as the
Chinese translator was concerned, we have seen above, that he understood
the commencement of the month to be after the New-moon day.

§7. In the Sutta-vibhanga, the Chinese translator has taken only such
rules as he considered important and so he has nothing to say on, for instance,
Nissaggiya-pacittiya 25-28, Pacittiya 23-28, 30-31, and several others. He
adds that no comment is needed on Pacittiya rule NO.9!. There is no mention
of Pac, 92. Slime of these rules are omitted in the Patirnokkha of a few
schools. t The Comment on Sekhiyas, etc. and on Bhikkhuni-vibhanga is
very scanty. The same thing, as will be later on shown, is found in the chapters
dealing with the Mahavagga, Cullavagga and Parivar a, Only a few chapters
are selected for the comment in the Chinese version.

§8. But there are important differences revealed by this Chinese version.
In the first place, it is noted that towards the end of the Samanta-pasadika,
there are so many passages quoted from the Andhaka-Atthakatha, or details
given from other Commentaries like Mahapaccari, Kurundi or Maha-Attha-
katha, or decisions of the various Commentaries or traditions to which there
is nothing corresponding in the Chinese version. t t The order of the Chapters
in the Mahavagga is not the same as in the Pali Text. The Chapter on Civaras
(garments) is put between the fifth and sixth of the Pali Mahavagga, while
the Chinese version makes a remark after its comment on the Kosambi-khan-
dhaka that the Campeyyakhandhaka needs no comment. The Comment on
the Cullavagga is limited to the explanation of some terms and of the Samatha-
khandhaka (Chapter IV), Bhikkhuni-khandhaka (Chapter X) and then of
the Vatta-khandhaka (Chapter VIII). The Comment on the Parivara is res-
tricted to only a few gat has in the Chapter XVII, Dutiyagatha-sanganika
The Chinese version gives only 32 questions and answers. 1-29 are identical.
No. 30 in Chin. is 32 in Pali, 31 in Chin. is 35 in Pali and No. 32 is the con-

* pp. 135-136, ed. of Bharatlya }yotil)sastra in Marathi.

t An interesting study in this connection has been made by my friend and erstwhile
colleague at Shantiniketan, Dr. Pa Chow,-now Lecturer in Chinese in Allahabad
University-in his Doctorate Thesis submitted to the University of Bombay (1948):
" A Comparative Study of Pratimoksa in relation to the Chinese Vinayapit.aka ',

tt See for instance passages in the Pali Text (P.T .5. ed.) iii. 615-16,616-630 (we fail
to get any reference to Sivalinga-worship corresponding to that in iii.626), iii. 698-99,
iv, 747-49, iv. 843-854, v. 951-958,etc.
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cluding one in Pali. Then follows the comment on these questions and answers,
except that there is no comment on the question and answer that comes
last. And the Chinese text ends abruptly, without any concluding remark
either of the author or the translator.

§ 9. There are differences in items of enumerated technical terms. The
ascetic practices of purification (dhutagunas) are given in this text (6 .I8a. 10)
as only twelve, while the Pali tradition is of thirteen. * The Kammatthanas in
this text (6.25b.6) are given as 30 instead of Pali 32. The aramrnanas are
given here as 38 instead of 40 of the Pali Visuddhimagga. The number of
chapters of the Khandhakas of the Vinaya is given here (1.9a.5) as 23 instead
of Pali 22. Books of the Khuddakanikaya are here (I.9b.3) given as 14 while
the Pali text gives the number as IS. The numher of sutras of the Dirghii.-
gama and the Madhyamagama are here respectively given (1.9a.6-7) as 44
and 252 instead of Pali 34 and 152. The Dhammakkhandhas are here (1.83..9)
given as 80,000 instead of 84,000 according to Pali tradition. The Maha-
vattas arc here (IO.24a.1o) given as only four instead of Pali fourteen (ii.415),
Pali has (ii.312) ekadasasu samanubhasanasu, while the Chinese has only ten
(yu-she-pai chung ', 9·3b. 7).

§ ro. It is also often noticed that where the Chinese gives a smaller number,
the Pali gives an exaggerated number. In one place (4.Ia.3), the number of
Bhiksus given in the Chinese text is only one thousand, while the Pali has
68,000 (i.I02). The same thing is noted with regard to the measurements
of the various world-systems, or of the mountains, or of the earth (4. rob-r ra,
i.ros). The period of years of recollection by the 84 Mahas avak as ar d t h e two
foremost disciples (agga-savaka) is 10,000, while Pali has 100,00(1 (5.6a, i.I6I).
The smallest mandala of the janapada-carika of the Buddhas is according
to the Chinese text 100 yojanas, while the Pali text reads 300. In another
place, the Chinese text reads (I5./b.8) ten yojanas while Pali has more than
a hundred (iii. 686). Even the measurements of a room as given in the Pali
text are 60 X .3 or 4 (iii. 568), while the Chinese has only 6 X 4 cubits, which
the context shows 1I3.8a.8-9) to be more reasonable. The Pali list of the
terms of accusation against a mendicant ascribed to Mahapadumatthera
(iii.596) is wider than that in Chinese (r3.Iga.9-Igb.2).

§ II. The difference between these two texts is also noted in connection with
the interpretation of words or expressions. The Pali terms sattharp sa-byafija-
nam are explained after the Buddhist Sanskrit texts as su-artham and
sa-vyaiijanam, although the Pali interpretation of sa-art ham is also given as an
alternative one (4.16b.4-6). The famous stanza from the Dhammapada (153).

anekajatisamsaram sandhavissam anibbisam
quoted in the Smp. i. 17 is found in the Chinese version, I:ut t l.e Hzdir:g
for anibbisarp is anibbidam (wu-yen huans, I.8b.S). The Chinese text does

• See my article in this connection in Indian Historical Quarterly. Vol. xiii
pp. 44-51.
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not .give the scholastic interpretations of the word s amaya as given in the Smp.
i.106-oS. In the interpretation of the word Bhagava (i.125), we fail to notice
anything corresponding to ' rnehanassa khassa mala ti vattahbe mekhala ti
vuccati'. All the learned discussion about the use of the word 'eva' in
• vivicceva kamehi ' found in Smp. i.141-43 is not found. There is no mention
of ' Petak a ' (4.2Ib-22a) in connection with the passage "Samadni kamac-
chandassa patipakkho, piti byapadassa ...vicaro vicikicchaya ' (i.I43). The
Chinese text (4.2zb.IO) seems to observe in connection with the interpretation
of piti and sukha- ' if there is piti, there is sukha; and if there is sukha, there
is piti also " which seems to be inconsistent with Pali ' yattha sukham tattha
na niyamato pHi' (i.14S). The Chinese word corresponding to sampasadana
(i.147) is given as Ching+ which is explained as without impurity (wu-k'eue),
while the Pali explanation is 'faith ', Instead of Pali Kalandaka-nivapa,
this text uses the Chinese expression which is given in the Mahavyutpatti
(4138, ed. of Sakaki) as an equivalent of Kalandaka-nivasa (13.2Ia.S. 13.24h.6).
although in another place (6.3a.lO-6.3h.4). the text gives the story, as given
in other Pali commentaries like that on Majjhima-nikaya (Sutta 24), of Kalan-
daka-nivapa. The Chinese text explains the word kalandaka (kia-lan-to)
as a mountain-rat (6.3a.S), which appears t.o he the same as a squirrel. This,
however, shows that it does not support the other reading kalantaka-nivasa
adopted in other traditions like the Tihetan. The Chinese translation of
Arthapada-siitra also accepts the reading kalantaka-nivasa, where the word
kalantaka is explained as a hird. * While explaining the word Dhamma, the
Chinese text limits (1S.16a.3) it to what was recited in the first council (sangiti),
while the Pali text (iv.74Z) refers to all the three sangitis. This is said in
connection with reciting the Dhamma to an un-initiated person.

§ 12. Similarly, we fail to notice anything in the Chinese text (6.23a.2)
corresponding to the discussion on sangtti-ar ulha-sutta or bahireka-sutta
(i.232). There is also no reference to Vanna-patthane agatal!l nama-sahassam
(i.ZSIJ, though the Chinese text mentions what corresponds to Upali-gathasu
nama-satal!l. which follows in the Pali text immediately afterwards. We notice
another important variation. which perhaps is an indication of the school
to which the original of the Chinese text or the Chinese translator belonged.
It is in connection with the rule about accepting gold or silver. In Smp. iii.
676. we have the passage which says clearly that gold and silver are not to be
received by a mendicant in any form, while the Chinese seems to suggest that
• there is no harm in accepting gold and silver in an emergency like this; except-
ing this, he should not take gold and silvere (r5.3~).9). Later (15.Sb.9), also,
we find that in the Chinese text, permission is given to receive gold and silver.
if it is made kappiya (chin-yin-ching-wu-te-sheujt, while the Pali text definitely

• See the introduction to my edition of the Ar thapada-sfitra (now in press and
will shortly be pu bhshed ) as well as RockhilI's Life of the Buddha, pp. 43-44.
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prohibits (iii.678) it (na kevalam hiraiifia-suvannam, annam pi.i.akappiyam
na sampaticchitabbam). This text does not refer to the compilation of the
Kathavatthu at the time of the Third Sangiti during the reign of Aeoka as
the Pali text does (i.61). It does not refer to the controversy between the
Mahavihara and the Abhayagiri-vihara at the time of the Ceylonese King
Bhatiya over 'kim pana Bhagavata Mettiya bhikkhuni patififiaya nasita,
apatififiaya nasita ti' (iii.582-83), and appointing the Brahman Dlgha-karayana
to preside over the discussion. There is also no reference (II.13a.2-4) to the
Ceylonese King Datha-kathina killing by his miraculous power a householder
Cfila-sumana, nor any reference to King Asoka's powers (ii-440-41). Though
the name Parivara is found to be used in the Chinese version occasionally
(Po-li-p'o-lo, 7.5a-4, Po-li-p'o, 7.15b.9), we fail to trace any quotations from
the same text (iii.558, 574) in the corresponding Chinese version (13.6a.5,
13.9b.lO). For Parivara in ii.366, the Chinese rendering is' in a book of ques-
tions and answers' (yu-wen-nan-chunge, 9.24b.8). Though the Chinese version
refers occasionally to the famous Ceylonese masters like Mahasumma or
Mahasumana, and Mahapaduma (10.9a.2, 10.9a-4, 11.21a.3, 5.29b.IO, 8.9a.8).
there are scores of passages where we fail to notice any reference to the same,
although occasionally the views of theirs are referred to. So also Kurundi is
referred to in places (8.8a.9,8.9a.7) by name, while the views in other commen-
taries like AHhakathii. (yi-su 6.22b.7) or Mahii. atthakatha (Ta-yi-sus, 7.20a.8-9,
or Quang-yi-su10, 7.19a.2, or Quang-shuoll, 8.2a.8, 8.7b.5) are given either by
names or without any specific mention of their names. The' explanation of
one school' (yi-chia-chiejis is found to be used in one or two places (q.za.ro,
9.2b.3) for Maha-atthakatha.

§13. The Chinese version takes (I3.13b.2-3, 13.19b.9) Mettiya-Bhum-
rnajaka as one person, while according to Smp. iii.579 and Pali tradition, they
are two different persons. The same thing is noted in connection with Mettiya-
Bhummajaka bhikkhunf (13.14a.lo-14b.l; 13.20a.I-3) taken as one person in
Chinese. The characters used are two, meaning' compassion '13 and' earth '14,

and it seems they are really abbreviations of two names, which fact, however,
was forgotten. Similarly, Pandu-Lohitaka, another pair from Chabbaggiya
mendicants, is taken as one individual (I4·Ib·3, 5). The mischievous group of
six mendicants consists, according to Pali tradition, of three pairs of Assaji-
Punabbasuka, Mettiya-Bhummajaka and Pandu-Lohitaka (iii.614). Maha-
vyutpatti, however, gives (947-76) the following six :-Nanda, Upananda,
Punarvasu, Chanda, Asvaka and Udii.yi. Another Chinese translation of
a Hinayana Vinaya text (Shanghai ed. 3rd Vol., p. 23a.I-2 of the Chinese
Tripitaka) gives the name Mi-to-Io-Fu-moie (perhaps the same as Metteyya-
Bhumrnajaka) apparently as of one mendicant. The 5th Vol. of the same
Vinaya edition, 31st Chapter, 1.3a gives two separate names P'an-ch'aie and
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Lu-chiait for Pandu and Lohitaka. Thus, it appears, traditions varied in
this respect and the original of the Chinese or the Chinese translator was
influenced by a tradition different from that of Pali.

§ 14. The Chinese text reveals some other variations which are obviously
through misunderstanding of the original meaning. Satta anusaya (seven
latent evil tendencies) is wrongly translated (4.14b-4) as chung-sheng-fan-naow,
which corresponds to Sanskrit sattva-anusayah, the Pali word satta being
misunderstood in the sense of a living being (sattva), instead of seven (sapta).
The context makes it quite clear that the expected word is ' seven'; for, the
previous words belong to the category of six and the later .to that of eight
(i.123). In the expression nava-satt apatubhava-ditthi (the heresy of the
birth of a new being), the Chinese translator misunderstands the word nava
in the sense of nine (chii19 5.7a.IO). Similarly, the Pali word' pesakara '
a basket-maker is misunderstood in the sense of a receiver of messages, a
messenger, neng-seu-she.se 7.7b.8). For makkataka-sutta in ii-427 (where
the faulty reading makkata is accepted in the P.T.S. ed., although the reading
makkataka-sutta is given in the foot-note), the Chinese translator uses the word
mi-hue, a word for a monkey (II.sa.3). Evidently, the translator mis-
understands that word as a makkata (monkey) instead of the proper sense
of a ' spider '. So instead of the' thread of a spider's cob-web', the translator
uses simply a word for a monkey, the word for sutta being altogether omitted.
For :\Hhamase-rukkhamiilika-vatthu (iii.604), the Chinese translator
gives (13.2Ib.8) pan-yuc-shu-shiass which suggests that perhaps the
translator read' addha ' or "addha ' for' attha '-a mistake quite possible in
Sinhalese books.

§ 15. It is noted that the Chinese version contains some material not found
in the Smp. The account of the foundations of Savatthi and Vesali not given
in the Smp. is found to be given in the Chinese version in detail (12.r6a.6ff,
ro.IIb.IO-IO.13b.IO), obviously taken from the source of other commentaries.
Similarly, the story of Ciila-panthaka is given in full (16. r a.jff). Passages
not found in the Smp. but found in the original Vinaya are also traced here.
For instance, we find here (16-4b.3-4) the mention of Devadatta, Khanda-
deviya putta, Kokalika, Katamora-tissaka in the introductory story of
Pacittiya 29 of the Bhikkhu-Patimokkha, Also in r6 .14b.Iff, we find a passage
which corresponds to that in the Sutt a-vibhanga on Pacittiya 83 about ten
defects (adlnava). First four defects and the last three (8-10) in both the
texts are the same. The Chinese does not specifically mention the sixth.
Apparently, 5th and 6th are taken together and correspond to the 6th and
7th in Pali. Seventh in Chinese is equal to the fifth in PaIi. In the section
on the Sekhiyas, the Chinese translator remarks (r6. 16a-b) that there are some
rules (24 in all, about one's behaviour towards the stiipas) which are not
found in the original Indian text, because the stiipa did not exist at the time of
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the framing of these rules which were put together by the Buddha. These rules
are rules No. 60-85 (except 64 and 6g) of the same class of the Dharmagupat
Patirnokkha. It may also be noted in this connection that this text does
not give any comment on the Pacittiya rules 23 and 82, the last one being in
connection with transfering to an individual the gains that accrue to the
Sangha. The translator often refers to the Indian words, which he says are
foreign, and he gives the explanation of the same in Chinese language (han-
yen2:l). Ho-sawis a foreign word * and in Chinese it means' one who knows right
or wrong' (lit. fault or no fault, 17.gb.I-2). Lo-yuess (Rajagaha) and Mo-kie26

(Magadha) are, he remarks (17.9b.9), foreign sounds. A similar remark is
made with regard to Chie-pos? (Jivaka, 17.13a.7) and he adds that it means
a 'living prince'. While speaking about Rajagaha, he remarks, Lo-yue-
ch'en28, or Wang-she-ch'enss or Mo-kie-kuow, a.ll mean the same thing,
although the terms are different. He refers to the practice of kneeling or
falling prostrate as practised in the foreign land (India, 14.10b.6, 16.20b·9)·
While discussing the various plants or medical herbs, he often remarks that
some of them are available in Indo-China (15.1gb.7), Canton (15.19b.7), Quang-
tseu (I7,I7b.IO, 17.18a.7, IS.1gb.8) in the district of Canton, or not seen in the
land of the Han people (China, 17.18a.2) in general. Sometimes some interesting
remarks are found in the Chinese text. In one place (r7.15b.9-w), it is said:
, If a dana is to be given to two Sanghas, one in India and another in Ceylon,
then the Indian Sangha, even though it consists of only five people, is entitled
to half a share like the Ceylonese Sangha consisting of a hundred-thousand
men '. The corresponding Pali text is different (v. II3?). Elsewhere
(1(·.Sb.4-S), it is remarked :--' If then' is a solitary house with no one inside
and if a mendicant notices 8. tree laden with fruit which he likes to eat, he
should go to the house and knock on the wooden block ( ? gaI).<;li). If there
is no wooden block which he can knock, he should at least clap the palms of
his hands three times (before the house), and then take the fruit which he wants
to eat. Js it not a far cry from the time when it was thought necessary to
appoint a kappiya-karaka ?

§ I6. We find references in this text to places or persons in Ceylon. There
is a reference to the island of Ceylon and Anuradhapura, and Abhaya, thief,
who had a following of five hundred (II.22a.1o). There is a reference to Cetiya-
giri (8.23b.8) and to Cittala-pabbata (Is.sa.l0). The text refers to the
incident of Maha-paduma curing the wife of King Vasabha (11.21<1.5). King
Bhatiya (P'o-ti-ye, 203-227, A.D.) is referred to (8.24a.6) and his contem-
porary Godatt atthera is also mentioned. Great masters like Mahasumma,
Mahapaduma (10.9a.2-4), Cfilabhaya-surnanatthera (abridged into Cfila-
sumana in Chinese, 8.22b.1\ are also alluded to. Besides the Agamas and the
texts of the Vinaya and Abhidharma, there are references to Patisambhida
(Po-tse-san-p'i-t'o-chinu 11.8a.8, San-p'i-t'oes 11.8b.S, San-p'0-t'033 1(I.23a.

• Upajjha.ya (Upadhyaya in Skt.)

•
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10), Chatta-manavaka-vimana, and commentaries like Stidanl-vibhasa
(Papafica-stidani, 5.T3b.z), Atthasalin! (along with Dhamrnasangani), Visud-
dhi-magrra (Chin-tao-taoss 4.250.5-6), also somctirues called Chin-tao-chinss
4.23b·7, Chin-tao-p'i-p'o-shase 5-4b.2, 5.5b.2, 5.7a.2), P'i-ni-P'i-p'o-shast (Vina-
yavibhasa, ~.23b.9) and Abhidharrna-vibhasa (4.23b.R, 5.13a.7). It may be
remarked here in passing that the author of this text is credited with observing
that the topic of dhyana-samadhi has been given by him in detail in the
Visuddhi-magga (Chin-tao-chin, 4.23b.7). The Commentaries like the At~}la-
kstha, Maha-atthakatha, Kurundi have been already mentioned above as
being referred to in this text. The Andhaka-Atthakatha, Mahapaccarj,
Sankhepa-Atthakatba (9.2a.1o. 9.zb.1) seem to have been drawn upon, though
their names arc not specifically mentioned. Even Pali-mut taka-vinicchaya
is drawn upon (8.I3a.3). Jatakas or Parit tas like Ratana-paritta,
Dhaiagga-paritta, Mora-paritta, etc. are also referred to (2.13b.10, 5.5a.tI-9).

§ 17. It may, however, be noted that we fail to get any mention of Petaka,
although the quotation ascribed to the same is found here (i. 143) in connection
with the contraries of the five hindrances of the trances (Smp. i. 143). The
Chinese text does not refer to Upali-paficaka (I3.I7a.HI), one of the last
chapters of Parivara, referred to in Smp, iii. ')89.

§18. There are hundreds of words scattered throughout the book which
are transliterations of Indian words-proper names of persons, places, rivers,
mountains, gods, demons, books, technical terms found in Buddhist books
about the articles of daily use, terms used in the Vinaya about offences and
disciplinary measures, flowers, fruits, medical herbs or plants, etc. The
transliterations seem to point to the original form of Pali as well as Sanskrit,
A-p'i-kan (suggested emendation)- to (abhikkanta, 1.Iob.9), Lsa-ki-liee (Isigili,
8.10b.6, with the explanation of ki-li39 as . swallow'), kia-sa-na-a-lan-mo-naw
(kasina-arammana. -P3a. 6), Li-che-fi (Licchavi, 6.Ioa.9). Siu-to (sudda,
7.Ia.8), Kiu-na-hanu (Kofiagamana, 5.23b.8), Le-kiu-niu (Lakkhana-s
I2.IIa.IO), ki-pei (kappasa, I1.4a.w, 11.4b.2), o-p'u-ha-nao (abbhana, 6.25a.3 .
14. 3b.5). T'u-ki-I044 (dukkata), T'eu-Ian-che (Thullaccaya, IO.Ia.Io, 1O.Ib.I).
p'o-na-s (bhane, 8.I5b. 10), T'an-mo-le-ki-to (Dhamma-rakkhita, IO.Ia.8),
Mo-no-to (manatt a, 14.3b.3), seng-ho-Io (sankhara, I1.8b.5, 8), kia-ti (Kattika,
I7.I7a.9), a-Ian-jo-e (arafifia, 9.13b.IO), kia-p'u-t'o-r (gavuta. 1O.I8b, 8), etc.
all point to the Pali forrn. On the other hand, the Chinese translator, perhaps
because he was much influenced by the Sanskrit form with which he was more
familiar in Buddhist Sanskrit books, uses An-t'0-1048 (Andhra, 7.I3b.5), Po-
lo-ti-mo-cha-s (Pratimoksa, 7.5b.8), Po-ye-t 'i (prayascittika, 9.2b.5), Po-lo-
ti-ti-se-ni (pratidesantya, I6.I6a.I), T'an-ni-kia (Dhanika instead of Pali
Dhaniya 8.IIa.6), Kia- (or ki-) Ii-sa-p'ansc (kar~apaI).a, 8.I7b.8, 9.1a.5)
Ieu-t 'o-Io (for rudrain Rudradamaka, 8.I7b.6), Seu-lung-ne (Srona or Sravana,
I7.I2b.I) which point to the Sanskrit form. In the use of the word Seng-kia_
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p'o-se-sa50a, the translator seems to be vacillating between the explanation
of the term in the Pali form Sanghadisesa (p'o is explained as adi-ch'u51 in
Chinese, 12.18b.4-5 and se-sa as extra or remainder (ch'ang52 8.5b.:) 12.18b.5).
and the Sanskrit form sanghavasesa. Similarly, for the Pali term, uposatha,
Chinese Pu-sa53 (13.17a.2, Z3b.8, 24b.7) is used which points not to the earlier
form upavasatha, but to the later form posadha used in Buddhist Sanskrit
books. The proper names are sometimes wholly transliterated or partly trans-
literated and partly translated. For Assaji-punabbasuka the Chinese tcxt
reads Ma-shes- and Mang-:shii55 (14.J<1.4). It must be noted that the present
pronunciation of the Chinese word has considerably changed from what it was
at the time of the translator and this is noticed in the sound' mu' or 'rno '66

which has now changed into' wu '57. This is observed in the transcription
of the words namo (I.1a-4). Dhamma (7.1a.9). Padumuttara (13.IIb-4),
Samudda-datta (13.21a.6), kumuda (17.18b.19), mora (5.5a.9) etc.

§ 1<). This text often reveals the use of some very literal translations which
to an ordinary Chinese reader givc no sense. It is only thc Pali original which
throws light upon the same. Ku-er58 (14.15a.5), sheng-shianges (16.21b.IO),
tsan-she-che-eoj r j.ab.q), shui-te-cheei (13.5b.3-4) are a mystery to the Chinese
reader, unless he knows the original Indian words, purana-dutiyika, jat a-
rfipa, tam-khanika, odapattakini respectively. Pei-er-kie-moes (I.3a. 10)
stands for fiatti-dutiya-kamma, Similarly there are so many words which
are found only in these earlier translations of technical Buddhist terms which
are different from those used in later translations of the 7th century onwards.
As in other Buddhist Chinese books, in this text also, we have several mistakes
which are due to the use of wrong characters with the same pronunciation.

§ zoo The translation of several words and expressions in Pali as givcn in
this text often confirms the interpretation according to the Pali school or
sometimes clarifies the same. The interpretation of sankha-likhita brahma-
cariya as 'holy life that is pure and polished' is supported by this text
(6-4b.6ff). * The interpretation of the word antara-ghara as (a villagc) which
is the residence of the householders as against the residence of the mendicants
is confirmed in 14.5a-4, 16.16a-4, where we have the words pei-i-chia.sa (See
New Indian Antiquary, Vol. I, pp. 81-82). Paccirsa-samaya is explained
quite truly as 'when the sky is on the point of being bright' (q.13b.3). Clvara-
cetapana is explained as managing or providing money required for the gar-
ment of a mendicant (15.1a.9-1o). The expression . no safifia-vimokkho '
in Smp. i. 270, iii. 574,650,662 is rather tricky. In 14.IIb.9, the Chinese words
pu-yi-hsiang-t'oes are an exact equivalent of that expression. But, elsewhere
(I5.6a·9, 15·9a-4-5, 16.7a.3, r6.6a.8-9), a clear interpretation is given-pu-yi-
pu-chih-ku-te-t'oee 'because he does not know (thc offence), he is not absolved

* See my article on the same in the Silver Jubilee Volume of the Bhandarkar
Or ien tal Research Institute, pp. 61-66.
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from the same'. This is confirmed by the explanation of Vimati-vinodani
(pp. 127. 247. Sinh. ed. of Coliya-Kassapa-Mahathera) which explains safifia
as sannaya abhavo (safifiaya abhavena vimokkho, saiifiaya abhavena muc-
canato). Smp. iii. 650. also paraphrases' safifiaya pi na muccati • as' ajananto
pi apajjatl ti no safifia-vimokkbo '. This corresponds to the expression found
in Buddhist Sanskrit texts like the Vinayavastu (Gilgit Manuscripts, Vol. Hl ,
Part iii. p. 63): Naiva ajfianan muktih. Ignorance of Law is no excuse
and does not entitle one to exemption from penalty.

§:21. The analysis given above will, it is hoped, giv~ a general idea of this
Chinese work and the data available from the comparative study of both
the texts will be found to be interesting. The relation of this text with the
other Chinese Vinaya texts or other Buddhist schools and its importance for
determining the literary questions of the authorship of the Samanta-pasadikji
and its gradual growth are questions which need further investigation. It is
hoped that the writer of this paper will be able to present them in the form
of a book, sometime later. t

P. V. BAPAT

t I hereby gladly acknowledge the help received by me from the Chinese
Republican Govt. through Shantiniketan-authorities, which enabled me to make
a comparative study of these two voluminous texts at Chee nabhavan. Shantiniketan,
West-Bengal.
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